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Abstract
Recent work has shown many advantages to randomly wired

expander-based networks. Unfortunately, the wiring complexity
of such networks becomes physically problematic as they become
large. This paper introduces a technique for scaling expanders that
avoids this wiring complexity. Specifically, we make the following
contributions:

1. We introduce hierarchical expanders, which use a method
of scaling small expanders to larger ones while maintaining
practical physical construction. We present an example of
such a scalable network, called the metabutterfly, which is
scaled from the randomly wired multibutterfly.

2. We present a proof that we can scale any ��� ��M�N�-
expander with �M � 1 into an ���� ��� kM� kN�-expander
with probability at least 1 � 2e��M , where �� � �2

�2e4�4�

and �� � � � 2.

3. We present empirical evidence that the performance and fault
tolerance of metabutterflies equals that of traditional randomly
wired multibutterflies, despite the greatly simplified wiring of
the metabutterfly.

1 Introduction
This paper introduces hierarchical expanders, expanders

that are scalable in practice. We construct these expanders
with a transformation called a k-extension, which we prove
can preserve expansion. We also introduce the metabutter-
fly, a novel hierarchical expander network constructed by
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k-extending a randomly wired multibutterfly. Finally, we
present the results of detailed simulations of the metabutter-
fly that show that its performance and fault tolerance match
those of the multibutterfly.

Although the theoretical results apply to expanders in
general, this work was motivated by practical limitations on
the scalability of randomly wired multibutterflies. In this
section, we discuss the advantages of randomly wired multi-
butterflies and the difficulties encountered in the construction
of large ones. We propose our solution to these problems, hi-
erarchical expanders, in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
a probabilistic analysis that proves that, with high probabil-
ity, k-extension preserves expansion. Section 4 presents our
empirical results, and Section 5 discusses some open issues.

1.1 Definitions
A splitter network is composed of multiple stages of

routers, organized into splitters. The canonical butterfly is
an example of a splitter network. It is helpful to view rout-
ing a message through a splitter network as a sorting func-
tion through equivalence classes of fewer and fewer routers.
Specifically, for the ith stage there are ri equivalence classes,
each with rs�i routers, where r is the radix of the routers
(the number of directions among which the router selects)
and s is the number of stages in the network. Each equiva-
lence class is connected to r equivalence classes in the next
stage. An individual splitter consists of an equivalence class
and its r associated equivalence classes in the next stage.

A bipartite graph with M inputs and N outputs is an
��� ��M�N�-expander if every set of m � �M inputs
reaches at least �m outputs. For a radix-r splitter network to
have expansion, each splitter must achieve expansion in each
of the r directions. To achieve expansion, a splitter network
must have routers with redundant connections in each of its r
directions. We refer to this redundancy,d, as the multiplicity.
The degree of any node in the splitter is then dr.

1.2 Multibutterflies
A multibutterfly is a splitter network with expansion. In

particular, each M -input splitter of a multibutterfly is an ��,
��M� M

r
�-expander in each of the r directions.

Bassalygo and Pinsker [BP74] first studied splitter net-
works with expansion. Recently, numerous results have
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been discovered that indicate that multibutterflies are ide-
ally suited for message-routing applications. Among other
things, multibutterflies can solve any one-to-one packet rout-
ing [Upf89], circuit-switching [ALM90], or non-blocking
routing problem [ALM90] in optimal time, even if many
of the routers in the network are faulty [LM89]. No other
networks are known to be as powerful.

The reason behind the power of multibutterflies is that
expansion roughly implies that �p outputs must be blocked
or faulty for p inputs to be blocked, and thus it takes � j

faults to block one input j levels back. In contrast, one
fault in a radix-2 butterfly blocks 2j inputs j levels back.
As a consequence, problems with faults and congestion that
destroy the performance of traditional networks can be easily
overcome in multibutterflies. (For a survey of the research
on multibutterflies see [Pip93] [LM92].)

1.3 Wiring Complexity

Multibutterflies are generally constructed by randomly
wiring redundant connections between the equivalence
classes of each splitter. Although deterministic constructions
are known [WZ93], none are known to produce expansion
comparable to random wiring.

Unfortunately, random wiring and the known determin-
istic constructions of good expanders scale poorly in prac-
tice. For example, a 4096-endpoint machine with multi-
plicity d � 2 has 8192 wires in the first stage, almost all
of which would be long cables with distinct logical end-
points. For comparison, a fat-tree [Lei85] might have a
similar number of cables for the root node, but there are few
logical endpoints, so huge groups of wires can be routed to-
gether. The groups connect to many boards, but the boards
are located together and the connection of cables to boards is
arbitrary and thus low labor. In the multibutterfly, the cables
cannot be grouped and the connection of cables to boards
is constrained. The other early stages also suffer from this
problem.

At first glance, it appears that this wiring complexity
is inherent to both expanders and random wiring. Indeed,
given a splitter with M boards of input routers,M boards of
output routers, and b routers per board, we can expect each
board to be connected to about min�M�dbr� other boards
when using random wiring. For typical values of M , d, b,
and r, this means that we would need to connect every input
board to every output board in a randomly wired splitter.
Clearly, this becomes infeasible as M gets large and thus
the randomly wired multibutterfly does not scale well in the
practical setting where the network consists of boards of
chips. A similar problem arises at the level of cabinets of
boards for very large machines.

In what follows, we show how to (randomly) construct a
special kind of expander for which there is no explosion in ca-
bling cost. In particular, we show how to build a multibutter-
fly for which each board is connected to only dr other boards,
no matter how largeM and b become, thereby achieving full

scalability. In effect, there are a few fat cables connected to
each board instead of many thin cables. At the same time,
the resulting network will still have all the same nice rout-
ing properties as a randomly wired multibutterfly. Hence,
we gain scalability without sacrificing performance or fault
tolerance.

In fact, once we have constructed a network with dr ca-
bles per board and k wires per cable, we then have the option
to decrease the number of wires in each cable by multiplex-
ing the logical connections among fewer physical wires. In
effect, we can then have a few thin cables connecting to
each board instead of a few fat cables, thereby decreasing
the number of wires. This flexibility allows us to further
reduce cabling and wiring cost; in particular, we can adjust
the thickness of the cable based on the average load, which
is significantly less than the peak load for a large group of
wires. As long as the cable can handle the average load well,
most traffic remains unaffected by the use of fewer wires.

In turn, if we are pin-limited on the board-level (e.g., say
each board has only drb pins), decreasing the physical size
of each cable, thereby cutting b, would allow us to increase
dr without altering the pin count. Increasing d gives greater
expansion, which results in better routing performance, and
increasing r allows for fewer levels in the network, which
results in less routing delay and lower hardware cost. Such
design options could prove to be very valuable and are not
available with traditional multibutterflies, because they pro-
vide no physical locality for wires.

2 Hierarchical Expanders
The wiring complexity of large expanders can be dra-

matically decreased by constructing them hierarchically. A
hierarchical expander is an expander constructed from the
application of a sequence of random k-extensions to an ex-
pander.

Given a directed graph G � �V � E�, an integer k � 1,
and a set of permutations of [1,k], Π � f�eje � Eg, we
define the k-extension of G induced by Π to be the graph
G� � �V �� E �� where:

V � � fhv� ii j v � V � i � �1� k�g and
E � � f�hu� ii� hv� ji� j

�u� v� � E and ��u�v��i� � jg

Note that jV �j � kjVj and jE �j � kjEj.
For example, two 2-extensions of a three-cycle are shown

in Figure 1. Note that 2-extension (A) results in two discon-
nected copies of the original graph. In general, if all �e � Π
are the identity permutation, then the k-extension consists of
k disjoint copies of the original graph.

Each edge in the original graph corresponds to k edges
in the extended graph. These groups of k edges are called
channels. The group of k nodes that correspond to one node
in the original graph form one metanode; metanodes are
shown in gray in Figure 1. The metanode/channel structure
of G� is isomorphic to the vertex/edge structure of G.
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Figure 1: 2-extensions of a 3-cycle

We define a random k-extension of a graph G to be a
k-extension induced by some Π such that each �e � Π is
an independently and uniformly chosen random permutation
of [1,k]. Equivalently, a random k-extension of a graph G

can be obtained by selecting randomly and uniformly over
all of the �k!�jEj possible k-extensions of G. In Section 3
we prove that random k-extensions preserve expansion, with
very high probability, for any k.

2.1 Metabutterflies

A metabutterfly is a splitter network that is constructed
from a multibutterfly through random k-extensions. Each
splitter of the metabutterfly is a random k-extension of the
corresponding splitter of the multibutterfly, with the possible
exception of the last few stages. The value of k may differ
for each splitter.

For the late stages of an M -input, radix-r multibutterfly,
the splitters may be expanders only because�Mi � 1, where
Mi �

M
ri

is the input size of an ith -stage splitter. In other
words, the late stages are not really providing expansion,
since only sets of size zero get expansion. In this case, we
construct the metabutterfly splitter, which has Mik inputs,
out of an Mik-input multibutterfly splitter. This avoids hier-
archical wiring, but does not affect the practical scalability
because Mi is small. Furthermore, the replaced splitters are
typically complete bipartite graphs, in which case hierarchi-
cal wiring does not reduce the wiring complexity. Alterna-
tively, in practice it may simpler and sufficient to k extend
these end stages, even though the resulting splitters may
not provably have expansion. The simulations presented in
Section 4 use this simplification.

If all of the stages actually expand sets of size at least one,
then we replace the final output metanodes, which each have
k nodes, with k-input multibutterflies. This ensures that the
network resolves destinations to the correct node rather than
just the correct metanode.

For example, a 1024-node metabutterfly can be imple-
mented with a 64-extended 16-node multibutterfly plus 16
64-node multibutterflies for the output metanodes. The total
counts of nodes, wires, and stages are each the same as for
a 1024-node multibutterfly; the only difference is the wiring
pattern. Figure 2 shows a radix-2 64-input metabutterfly that
is an 8-extended 8-input multibutterfly.

Unlike the multibutterfly, in which the first-stage wiring
is unconstrained, the connections are constrained into a two-
level hierarchy. The top level of the hierarchy is the channel
wiring, which reduces the number of inter-metanode con-
nections from roughly M M

r
to at most Md, where d is the

multiplicity. The wires within the channels form the sec-
ond level of the hierarchy and do not affect the number of
inter-metanode connections.

For example, for a 4096-processor machine with metan-
odes of size 64, the number of logical endpoints has been
reduced from 4096 to 4096

64 � 64. With d � 2, this takes
us from 8192 individual wires per stage to 128 groups of 64
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Figure 2: A radix-2, multiplicity-2, 64-endpoint metabutter-
fly with metanodes of size 8. Each circle on the left contains
8 inputs, and each oval metanode contains 8 routers. Each
router (solid square) is a 4 � 4 switch. Each output metan-
ode (hollow square), shown expanded at the top right, is an
8-input multibutterfly; each channel, shown expanded at the
bottom right, contains 8 wires. Typically, the metanodes
correspond to boards.

wires, with each group routed as a unit. The wires within
a group can be connected to the endpoint routers arbitrarily,
since any (random) one-to-one mapping is sufficient.

This example has a two-level hierarchy, but deeper hier-
archies are possible and actually make sense for very large
networks. For example, if a two-level hierarchy requires
that k be very large, then it may not be possible to group k
nodes onto one board. A three-level hierarchy provides k 2

times as many nodes, which allows a much smaller k for the
same total number of inputs. For example, a 64K-node ma-
chine might be constructed as a (64, 16)-extended 64-input
multibutterfly (64 � 16 � 64 � 64K). Each board would
contain 16 nodes, 64 boards would be assembled as one cab-
inet, and the 64 cabinets would be connected as a 64-input
multibutterfly (with very thick inter-cabinet cables). The top
level of the hierarchy simplifies the inter-cabinet wiring, and
the second level allows the large inter-cabinet cables to be
constructed as groups of 64 inter-board cables. Connecting
the inter-board cables to the boards is trivial, since the as-
signment is random. Finally, note that the boards within a
cabinet are not connected; they are located together only for
wiring convenience. Likewise, the routers on a board are
completely independent.

With large cables, the option of multiplexing becomes
both more cost effective and more likely to deliver good per-
formance. For example, optical fiber would provide enough
bandwidth to replace very large cables. Note that a packet
routing scheme across such fiber would provide little degra-
dation in performance until the load reached bandwidth lim-

its. The number and capacity of fibers can be designed to
accomodate expected load. The larger the original cable
being multiplexed, the more likely the average load will be
significantly lower than the peak load. We can exploit such
differences to build more cost-effective networks.

The relationship between metabutterflies and multibutter-
flies is quite interesting. The set of all metabutterfly wirings
is a strict subset of the set of all randomly wired multibutter-
fly wirings. However, it does not follow automatically that
a metabutterfly has expansion with high probability! Since
the metabutterfly allows only a subset of the random wirings,
the percentage of bad wirings may no longer be vanishingly
small. A primary result of this paper is that metabutterflies
are in fact multibutterflies; that is, all the splitters of the
metabutterfly have expansion.

We also present simulation results in Section 4 that show
that the performance and fault tolerance of the metabutterfly
is statistically indistinguishable from that of the multibut-
terfly. This is somewhat surprising since the metabutterfly
constrains the randomness of the wiring in order to ensure
that the network remains scalable in practice. Thus, the
metabutterfly provides the size, performance and fault toler-
ance of a large multibutterfly, but with the wiring complexity
of a small one.

3 Theoretical Results
The k-extension of a graph inherits many of the properties

of the underlying graph. For example, if the underlying graph
is d-regular, then so is the k-extension. In this section, we
prove a somewhat more difficult and important fact, namely,
that if G is an expander, then a random k-extension of G is
also an expander with very high probability.

It is useful to establish some intuition about the expan-
sion of a k-extension given that the original graph is an
��� ��M�N�-expander. First, if a node in the original graph
has d neighbors, then each of the k nodes in the correspond-
ing metanode have d neighbors, all of which are distinct, for
a total of dk nodes. Extending this notion, if a set, S, of size
m � �M nodes in the original graph expands to set T of size
�m, then the corresponding set of metanodes, which contain
km nodes, expands to �km nodes covering �m metanodes.
This gives us an expansion factor of � for any k.

But it does not follow that the k-extension is an
��� ��Mk�Nk�-expander. In particular, if the k-extension
were such an expander, then any set of at most �Mk nodes
must achieve � expansion. The argument given above re-
quires that the�Mk selected nodes cover at most�Mmetan-
odes and be spread evenly among metanodes (although we
can avoid the latter restriction). If the set covers more metan-
odes, then the expansion of the underlying graph does not
apply, since jSj � �M . However, for the k-extension the
�Mk restriction does apply. Thus, the difficult part of show-
ing that the k-extension is an expander is handling the case in
which the selected set, with size at most �Mk, covers more
than �M metanodes.
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Figure 3: The structure of F.

It is easy to show that the k-extension is an ��� �
�
k
� ��Mk�Nk�-expander. By limiting �� to �

k
we know

that the selected set has size at most �Mk
k

� �M and thus
can cover at most �M metanodes, which avoids the dif-
ficult case. Naturally, we would like the expansion to be
independent of k.

If we keep �� independent of k, however, then not all
k-extensions are expanders, since some of the extensions are
not even connected, as shown in Figure 1(A). In particular,
if we choose k large enough so that the size of one copy is
less than ��Mk, then the copy must expand. However, the
copy is disconnected from the rest of the graph and thus can
not expand. Thus, not all k-extensions of an expander are
expanders.

Fortunately, the following result shows that the vast ma-
jority of k-extensions of an expander are also expanders,
for any k. We will later use this fact to prove that given a
multibutterfly with sufficient expansion, then, with very high
probability, each splitter of a metabutterfly will have expan-
sion, since it is a random k-extension of the corresponding
multibutterfly splitter.

Theorem 1 If G � �U�V � E� is an ��� ��M�N�-expander
from U to V , with �M � 1, then for any k � 1, a random
k-extensionG� � �U ��V �� E �� of G is an ���� ��� kM� kN�-
expander from U � to V � with probability at least 1� 2e��M ,
where �� � �2

�2e4�4� and �� � � � 2.

Proof: In what follows, we refer to the edges of G as
channels in the k-extension of G. In addition, the nodes of
G correspond to metanodes inG�. Consequently, we use the
sets U and V when referring to either the nodes of G or the
metanodes of G�. We use the sets U � and V � when referring
to the nodes of G�.

Let S be any subset of U � with at most ��kM nodes, and
let N �S� 	 V � be the neighborhood of S, which is the set to
which S expands. In order to show that G� is an expander,
we must show that jN �S�j � ��jSj for all S.

We define si to be the number of nodes of S contained
in the ith metanode of U and we order the metanodes so
that s1 � s2 � � � � � sM . Next, we arrange the si’s
into a matrix, F � ffi�jg, with b�Mc � 1 rows, so that
the values appear in column-major order. That is, fi�j �
fi��j� if and only if j � j � or j � j� and i � i�. Since
there are M metanodes and b�Mc rows, there must be C �

l
M

b�Mc

m
columns. Figure 3 shows the structure of F. Since

M may be less than Cb�Mc, we pad the bottom of the
rightmost column with zeroes; that is, si � 0 for all i � M .
This matrix and the others used in this proof are strictly
organizational tools: we exploit no properties of matrices
other than their two-dimensional structure.

Note that S � jSj �
P

i�j fi�j . We partition the metan-
odes into C groups corresponding to the columns of F; the
jth group consists of the metanodes corresponding to the
values f1�j� f2�j� � � � � fb�Mc�j . Thus, the first group contains
the b�Mc metanodes that contain the most nodes in S. For
concreteness, we let ui�j denote the metanode that corre-
sponds to fi�j , for all fi�j � 0. (The restriction on fi�j
exists because we paddedF with zeroes; there may not be a
corresponding metanode if fi�j � 0.)

For each groupof metanodes (with the possible exception
of the last, which may contain less than b�Mc metanodes),
we identify a particular set of �b�Mc channels, such that
each channel connects a metanode in the group to one of a
set of �b�Mc metanodes in V . We can always find such a
set of channels since any set of size m � �M in U expands
to a set �m in V . The channels and metanodes that we
select must satisfy certain additional properties, however. In
particular, if we weight each channel with the value of fi�j
for the connected metanode in U , then we require that the
weight of the heaviest �l channels in the jth group each be at
least fl�j , for all l and j. We can show that such a collection
of channels and metanodes in V can always be found by
induction on i.

The base case of i � 1 is trivial. Since, without loss
of generality, f1�j � 0 we can just use the channels linking
u1�j to � of its neighbors in V . Once we have found a set of
channels satisfying the property for l� 1, we can augment it
to a set that satisfies the property for l as follows. If fl�j �
0 then we are done immediately. Otherwise, we examine
the neighbors of U� � fu1�j� u2�j� � � � � ul�jg in V . By the
expansion properties of G, there are at least �l neighbors
of this set in V and each channel linking U � to N �U�� has
weight at least fl�j . Since, by induction, we have already
found ��l � 1� nodes each with weight at least fl�1�j , we
can augment the set by choosing any � previously unchosen
metanodes from N �U��. The additional metanodes each
have weight at least fl�j and we are done.

We next construct an N � C matrix of weights H� �
fh�i�jg by setting h�i�j to be the weight of the channel that
connects the ith metanode ofV to the j th group of metanodes
from U just described. If there is no such connection, then
we set h�i�j � 0. By the preceding analysis, we know that the
�l largest entries in the jth column each have size at least
fl�j for all l and j.

This means that we can define another N � C matrix
H � fhi�jg so that 0 � hi�j � h�i�j and so that there
are precisely � copies of each fi�j in the jth column of
H. Essentially, we take the � largest items in the column,
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which each have size at least f1�j , and replace them with f1�j .
Similarly, we take the next � largest items and replace them
with f2�j , and continue until we have � copies of each fi�j .
This gives us the following two properties:

NX
i�1

hi�j � �

b�McX
i�1

fi�j for all j� and

�S �
X
i�j

hi�j � �1�

The matrixH plays a crucial role in describing how many
nodes in V � are likely to be a neighbor of S. In particular,
from the definition of hi�j we know that the ith metanode of
V is connected to a metanode in U that contains at least hi�j
items from S. Since every channel is wired in a one-to-one
fashion, this means that the ith metanode in V contains hi�j
neighbors of S. As an immediate consequence of this fact,
we can deduce that:

jN �S�j �
NX
i�1

hi�j for all j�

Although the preceding fact is helpful, it is not sufficient,
since we must show that (with high probability) jN �S�j is
close to �S �

P
i�j hi�j . To obtain the stronger bound, we

rely on the fact that the ith metanode ofV does indeed contain
at least

P
j hi�j neighbors of S, when neighbors are counted

according to multiplicity. Since each channel is wired with a
random permutation, we use probabilistic methods to show
that, with high probability, most of these

P
j hi�j neighbors

are distinct (at least on average over the whole graph).
The analysis depends crucially on the following simple

facts about row and column sums in F and H. We define
amin � fb�Mc�1 to be the smallest item in the first column
of F. We also define:

bmin � fb�Mc�2 � fb�Mc�3 � � � �� fb�Mc�C

bmax � f1�2 � f1�3 � � � �� f1�C

to be the smallest and largest row sums in F when the first
column is excluded from the sum.

The first key fact is that:

bmax � amin � bmin �2�

To see this, we expand it over two lines:

f1�2 � � � � �f1�C

� fb�Mc�1 � � � � �fb�Mc�C�1 �fb�Mc�C

The key is that column-major order ensures that for each
term on top, the term below it is at least as large. In addition,
since S is the sum of the elements in F, we know that:

S � b�Mc�amin � bmin� � b�Mcbmax �3�

Since S � ��Mk, we can therefore conclude that:

b�Mcbmax � ��Mk

and, after defining �� � 	�, that:

bmax �
	�Mk

b�Mc
� 	�k �4�

where 	� � 	 �M
b�Mc 
 	. (The value of 	 will be determined

later.)
Next, define ai � hi�1 to be the first item in the ith row

of H, and
bi � hi�2 � hi�3 � � � �� hi�C �5�

to be the sum of the remaining elements in the ith row of
H. By the manner in which H was constructed, it should be
clear that bi � bmax for all i and that:

NX
i�1

bi�ai � bi�

k � bi
�

bmax

k � bmax

NX
i�1

�ai � bi��

and by applying Equations 1 and 4, we get:

NX
i�1

bi�ai � bi�

k � bi
�

bmax

�1� 	��k
�S� �6�

We are now ready for the probabilistic analysis. Consider
the ith metanode vi in V . By definition, vi is incident to a
metanode from the first group of metanodes in U , which
contains at least ai � hi�1 nodes in S. Since each channel
is wired one-to-one, this means that vi contains at least ai
nodes in N �S�. In addition, vi is incident to a metanode in
the jth group that contains at least hi�j nodes fromS for each
j � 2. Unfortunately, this does not mean that vi contains at
least:

ai �

CX
j�2

hi�j � ai � bi

nodes inN �S� since there may be overlap among the neigh-
bors of each group. However, since each channel is wired
randomly and independently, we will be able to show that
the amount of overlap is small with very high probability (at
least on average over all vi).

In the probabilistic analysis that follows, we will only
account for ai distinct neighbors from the first group and
bi distinct neighbors from the other groups. That is, we
will assume, without loss of generality, that vi is connected
to metanodes inU that contain ai� hi�2� hi�3� � � � � hi�C nodes
ofS. In fact, vi may have more metanode neighbors inU and
each may contain more nodes of S, but we will undercount
by ignoring this potential for additional neighbors in N �S�.

In addition, we think of each channel as being ran-
domly wired in sequence, starting with channels connect-
ing to u1�1� u2�1 � � � , and continuing in column-major order
through the metanodes, and starting with the wires that are
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connected to nodes in S within each metanode. Then, re-
gardless of the existing connections, the probability that the
wire currently being connected (from a node in S) connects
to a node already in N �S� (because of previous connections
among those that we are counting) is at most:

	


�



�

0
for the ai connections being
made from the first group

ai � bi

k � bi

for the bi connections being
made for later groups

This is because there is no chance for overlap for the first
channel, and because for subsequent channels, there are still
at least k � bi choices for nodes, at most ai � bi of which
can lead to previously selected nodes.

We can now use a Chernoff bound (see Lemma 1.7 of
[Lei92]) to show that the probability that there are 
T over-
laps over all metanodes is at most:

e��T ln �
e

for any 
 � 1, where by Equation 6:

T �
X
i

bi�ai � bi�

k � bi
�

bmax

�1 � 	��k
�S �7�

is an upper bound on the expected number of overlaps. When
we consider this probability over all possible choices for S
of size S, we find that with probability at most:

PS �

�
Mk

S

�
e��T ln �

e

there exists someS of sizeS with at least 
T overlaps. Thus,
with probability 1�PS there is no set of size S that has 
T
overlaps.

In order to make PS small, we must make 
 and/or T be
large. On the other hand, we do not want 
T to be too large
since:

N �S� �
X
i

�ai � bi�� 
T � �S � 
T

needs to be at least ��S. Hence, we define 
 � ������S
T

to ensure that we achieve the required expansion. It now
remains to select values for 	 � ��

�
and �� that ensure that

PS � e�S and that 
 � 1.
We start this process by observing that:

PS �

�
Mke

S

�S
e��T ln �

e

� �e�S ln Mke
S

�������S ln ������S
Te �

This quantity is at most e�S provided that:

ln
Mke

S
� �� � ��� ln

�� � ���S

Te
� �1

which is satisfied when:

Mke2

S
�


�� � ���S

Te

�����
� �8�

From Equation 7 we find that:


������S

Te

�����
�


�������1�	��k

bmax�e

�����

and we find from Equation 3 that:

Mke2

S
�

Mke2

b�Mcbmax

�
�M

�b�Mc

ke2

bmax

�
2ke2

�bmax

Hence Equation 8 is true provided that:

2ke2

�bmax

�


�� � ����1 � 	��k

bmax�e

�����

which is satisfied when:

2�e3

��������1�	��
�


�������1�	��k

bmax�e

������1

�

By Equation 4, the latter inequality holds if:

2�e3

��������1�	��
�


�������1�	��

	��e

������1

�9�

and the dependence on k is finally gone. There are many
ways to set 	 and �� so that Equation 9 is satisfied. In fact,
we can make �� arbitrarily close to � � 1 simply by making
	 be a very small constant (assuming � and � are constant).
For the theorem we set �� � � � 2 and solve for 	:

2�e3

��2��1�	��
�


2�1�	��
	��e

�1

Simplifying:
	��2e4 � 2��1� 	��2

We bound �1� 	��2 with �1� 2	�� and simplify:

	���2e4 � 4�� � 2�

which gives us the desired value for ��:

	� �
2�

�2e4 � 4�

�� � 	� �
	��

2
�

�2

�2e4 � 4�
�10�

We must also show that 
 � ������S
T

� 1. From Equa-
tion 7 we know:

S

T
�

�1� 	��k

bmax
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and after substituting for � � and bmax we get:


 �
2S
T

�
2�1� 	��

	�
� 1

since 	� � 1
2 .

Finally, we observe that the probability that we fail to
achieve the desired expansion for a random k-extension of
an expander is PS summed over all possible sizes of S.
We can assume that S � �M ; otherwise, S can cover at
most �M metanodes and there is no need for a probabilistic
analysis. Thus, the probability that we fail to achieve the
desired expansion is at most:

MkX
s�d�Me

e�s �

Z �

�M� 1
2

e�sds � 2e��M

This completes the proof. �
It is perhaps worth noting the importance of Equation 2

in the previous analysis. It means that one of the following
three statements is true: First, bmin and bmax are close, in
which case each metanode in V has about the same number
of chances for overlaps, which makes the Chernoff bound
more favorable. Second, bmax is small, which decreases the
potential for overlap. Third, amin is large, which means that
we get a reasonable amount of expansion for free.

Given Theorem 1 we can prove that metabutterflies are
multibutterflies, that is, that each splitter has expansion. For
most stages in the underlying multibutterfly, �Mi � 1, and
we can just k-extend the splitter. By Theorem 1 we know the
k-extended splitter is an expander. If the ith stage has�Mi �

1, and thus only expands empty sets, we replace it and all
later stages with anMik-input multibutterfly, which provides
��� ��-expansion for these stages. Thus, for any k, M , and
�, and any � � 3, we can convert an M -input multibutterfly
with ��� ��-expansion into an Mk-input metabutterfly in
which each splitter has at least ���� ���-expansion, where ��

and �� are those given in Theorem 1.
This gives us a metabutterfly with a two-level hierarchy.

Deeper hierarchies are obtained by k-extending a metabut-
terfly splitter, so that each “wire” in the original graph is
itself a channel and each “node” in the original graph is it-
self a metanode. Although the k-extensions can be applied
recursively, it should be noted that �� shrinks rapidly with
each k-extension. Fortunately, practical applications should
never need more than a three-level hierarchy.

4 Empirical Results

In this section we present empirical evidence that the per-
formance and fault tolerance of metabutterflies is identical to
that of multibutterflies. We use the methodology of previous
studies [CED92] [CK92] and investigate connectivity, parti-
tioning, and performance with uniformly distributed router
failures within each network.
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Figure 4: Network partitioning with the Leighton-Maggs
Fault Propagation algorithm. The four curves represent
partitioning for a 1024-endpoint multibutterfly and 1024-
endpoint metabutterflies with metanodes of size 4, 16, and
32. The shaded area represents the aggregate confidence
interval of the curves.

We first measure the connectivity,which is the probability
that all input-output pairs remain connected for a given per-
centage of failed routers. We assume that a failed router fails
completely; that is, all of its inputs are blocked. We com-
pared connectivity for a 1024-endpointmultibutterfly and for
1024-endpoint metabutterflies with metanode sizes of 4, 16,
and 32. The routers had a radix of 4 and a multiplicity of
2. We found no significant differences in the connectivity
of all four networks. However, connectivity is not a good
measure of fault tolerance because it makes no guarantees
about the performance of the surviving input-output pairs.
Under this metric, bottlenecks due to synchronization con-
straints have been shown to degrade application performance
significantly.

To avoid such bottlenecks, we choose a partition, a subset
of endpoints to use, with the Leighton-Maggs Fault Propa-
gation algorithm [LM92]. This algorithm treats a router as
faulty unless it has at least one unblocked output in each
direction; faults propagate backward when there is insuffi-
cient bandwidth through a router. The resulting partitions
have been shown to have high bandwidth between all pairs
of endpoints. Figure 4 shows the percentage of endpoints
that remain connected under this more conservative defini-
tion. The partitionings of all four networks are statistically
indistinguishable.

We simulated performance on these networks under
these partitioning situations. The routers simulated were
based upon the RN1, a full-custom, high-speed VLSI cross-
bar that performs source-responsible, pipelined, circuit-
switched routing [MDK91]. We used a synthetic, barrier-
synchronized network load that models shared-memory ap-
plications studied in [CFKA90].

In over 500 trials simulated on the CM5 [TMC91], we
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found that performance had a 0.9997 correlation to partition-
ing. This confirms our expectation that these partitionings
guarantee high bandwidth between surviving input-output
pairs. It also means that the performance of the four networks
is statistically indistinguishable, even with many faults.

5 Open Issues

An open question is whether a small set of permutations
would be sufficient to provide expansion for a k-extension of
an expander. Clearly, one permutation would not be enough.
If S consisted of the first node in each of �Mk metanodes
in U , then a single permutation would connect these �Mk

nodes to no more than M
r

nodes in V �. This means that we
lose a factor of k in expansion. If there were such a set, then
the network could be wired with only a few types of cables
(one for each permutation). However, in practice, cable
connectors are still attached manually, which means that is
it actually easier to make a cable with a random permutation
than it is to make a standard cable (which requires the identity
permutation).

It would also be interesting to show that a randomly ca-
bled metabutterfly with multiplicity-2 can route any permuta-
tion inO�logn� steps. Multiplicity-2 multibutterflies do not
have expansion but still route well. By the results in this pa-
per, multiplicity-4 metabutterflies have sufficient expansion
to guaranteeO�logn�-time packet routing,but multiplicity-2
metabutterflies may not. However, multiplicity-2 metabut-
terflies do route well empirically.

On the practical side, it remains to be shown that the
multiplexing allowed by hierarchical wiring significantly re-
duces the number of wires required to achieve a particular
level of throughput. Since the average load per cable should
be well less than the peak load of a full-thickness cable, we
expect to be able to reduce the number of wires per cable
significantly without reducing the effective bandwidth of the
network. The use of randomness helps us here as well, since
we know that the actual load per cable will not differ from
the average load per cable by very much; that is, randomness
ensures relatively even load.

Finally, we are also looking at dynamic random multi-
plexing, in which the routers randomly select a wire within
the cable. This provides several advantages. First, the wiring
within the cable need not be random, an off-the-shelf cable
works fine. Second, the effective multiplicity goes up, which
increases both the fault tolerance and the performance. For
example, if a cable connects ten routers to ten routers, each
input router can reach each output router, as opposed to only
two routers for random wiring with a multiplicity of two.
When a output fails (or is busy), each input gets 9

10 of the
bandwidth, rather than eight getting their full share and two
getting half their bandwidth. The full practical benefits of
this technique remain to be investigated.

6 Conclusion
We have proven that, with high probability, random k-

extensions preserve expansion. Random k-extensions allow
us to build hierarchical expanders that are much more scal-
able than other expanders. An example of a hierarchical ex-
pander is the metabutterfly, which is based on the randomly
wired multibutterfly. Results from detailed performance sim-
ulations indicate that the fault tolerance and performance of
the metabutterfly match those of the multibutterfly, despite
the metabutterfly’s greatly simplified wiring and resulting
scalability.
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